Public Safety head steps down after 5 years

Thomas Seamon will leave at the end of the month to become CEO of a new security consulting company.

By Ben Geldon

Vigil highlights Mideast violence

The Penn Arab Student Society wanted to bring attention to the growing crisis in the Middle East.

By Hatty Pettnauli Rutian

Students mull over job prospects at career fair

Career Services held the annual career fair at the Sheraton Hotel last Friday.

By Marissa Miley

Parents grill ice cream business

Despite lots of hype, Jeremy's Microbatch went under last week.

By Brian Cope

Candidates play down gun control

Neither Bush nor Gore has prominently addressed the issue.

By Jonathan Margolis

Notches in his belt

During the four years at the helm of the University Police Department, Executive Vice President John Fry, who oversaw part of the initial response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, made headlines as well as improvements.

By David Seibert

Penn grad's ice cream business closes its doors

Nine months after it was featured on CNN, Jeremy's Microbatch Ice Cream Inc. closed its doors.

By Michael Peters
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Partly cloudy with slight chill and wind.  H 52 to 61, L 42 to 52
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Future engineers get loot at career day

By Richard Mo
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Don't miss today's events.

Legal.

The Daily Pennsylvanian's Career Services and Engineering Student Activities Council held their Career Fair today at the Stu.

To get an idea of the variety of careers available to engineers, one needs to look no further than the list of companies participating in the fair. There were representatives from top companies like Intel, Microsoft, Boeing, and Lockheed Martin, as well as smaller firms like Y柔软和维康公司.

The fair is a great opportunity for students to network with professionals in their field and gain valuable insights into potential career paths.

Check out Perspective

--in-depth look at the Penn Community--

Tuesday, page 3

Law School In Your Future?

Talk one-on-one with the Admissions Directors

From the following schools:

Northwestern University

Stanford University

University of California, Hastings College of the Law

University of Michigan

Tuesday, October 10, 2000

University of Pennsylvania - Terrace Room, Logan Hall

10:00 am - 12:00 pm

Want a FREE Latte Everyday for the Rest of Your Life?

See how about getting paid $100 in save cash? The PSA Cafe in Williams Hall is giving away free lattes every time you come in. Come work at the only student-run cafe on campus - fill out an application at the PSA Cafe or in Rm. 117 Williams Hall. You can also email the APSI Cafe at ucpcafe@email.upenn.edu.

Work for a great organization run by great people.

Activists ask candidates to debate guns

n VIGIL from page 1

Jewish state," PASS'S official statement said.

But for the most part, debate over gun control laws has wandered far from the issue after tragedies like the Oklahoma City bombing. "Certainly there were times when people disagreed with the government," Democratic campaign spokesman Ken Lisaius said. "I think that's true even today on these issues." His party's candidate, Bill Clinton, said he was not planning to run on toughening licensing procedures. Neither candidate, for example, mentioned the issue in this year's acceptance speeches. But for the most part, debate over gun control laws has wandered far from the issue after tragedies like the Oklahoma City bombing. "Certainly there were times when people disagreed with the government," Democratic campaign spokesman Ken Lisaius said. "I think that's true even today on these issues." His party's candidate, Bill Clinton, said he was not planning to run on toughening licensing procedures. Neither candidate, for example, mentioned the issue in this year's acceptance speeches.

But for the most part, debate over gun control laws has wandered far from the issue after tragedies like the Oklahoma City bombing. "Certainly there were times when people disagreed with the government," Democratic campaign spokesman Ken Lisaius said. "I think that's true even today on these issues." His party's candidate, Bill Clinton, said he was not planning to run on toughening licensing procedures. Neither candidate, for example, mentioned the issue in this year's acceptance speeches.

But for the most part, debate over gun control laws has wandered far from the issue after tragedies like the Oklahoma City bombing. "Certainly there were times when people disagreed with the government," Democratic campaign spokesman Ken Lisaius said. "I think that's true even today on these issues." His party's candidate, Bill Clinton, said he was not planning to run on toughening licensing procedures. Neither candidate, for example, mentioned the issue in this year's acceptance speeches.

But for the most part, debate over gun control laws has wandered far from the issue after tragedies like the Oklahoma City bombing. "Certainly there were times when people disagreed with the government," Democratic campaign spokesman Ken Lisaius said. "I think that's true even today on these issues." His party's candidate, Bill Clinton, said he was not planning to run on toughening licensing procedures. Neither candidate, for example, mentioned the issue in this year's acceptance speeches.
Online music subject of talk

By David Roman

The Daily Pennsylvanian

As the Napster lawsuit reaches the deadline of the 10th U.S. Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals, the online music industry could be back in
track to be the Internet's most widely-used service.

In an effort to try to inter-
pret copyright laws regarding
digital distribution of intellectual
material, college students who
come to an agreement with students
in other areas of the country as a
to establish the job market.
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In 1993, 4,500 albums were
sold worldwide and 10 million
MP3 files changed hands each
day. As traditional mediums of
distribution — such as radio and
television — become overcrow-
ed, the web becomes the means
to deliver music to the number
of interested listeners.

Packman attributed the digital
tymology to the digitalization of
more than 30 billion songs or
published on the Internet.
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And Fry said he has "enor-
menous confidence" in Rush.

Seamon became the second
major Public Safety official to
leave this semester. Last month,
Director of Security Services
Street 笨是 was essentially
laid off when Penn restructured
his department.
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

More than 300 women lawyers at Holland & Knight are living proof of our commitment and success in providing opportunities for women. Their professional accomplishments and community involvement have furthered the firm’s mission to provide exceptional service to our clients.

Our Women’s Initiative has increased Holland & Knight’s recruiting and retention of women lawyers while expanding their opportunities to serve the firm and its clients.

The firm’s goal is to provide a working environment that truly supports and enhances our women lawyers’ professional and personal lifestyles and, above all, to be a place where women can and do succeed.

To learn more about practicing law at Holland & Knight, visit us on campus or at www.hklaw.com. Better yet, talk to one of our women lawyers about how you can make a difference.

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP

www.hklaw.com • 1-888-688-8500 • Atlanta • Boston • Bradenton • Chicago • Fort Lauderdale • Jacksonville • Lakeland • Los Angeles • Melbourne • Mexico City • Miami • New York • Northern Virginia • Orlando • Providence • St. Petersburg • San Antonio • San Francisco • Seattle • Tallahassee • Tampa • Tokyo • Washington, D.C. • West Palm Beach • Representative Offices: Buenos Aires • Caracas • Tel Aviv
Peace Corps comes to Penn

By Pam Stewart

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to be at least 1,800 miles from your Palm Pilot and cell phone, learn a different language in 90 days and attempt to influence a changing world.

On Thursday night, Leslie Jean-Pierre and Douglas Miller, two Peace Corps representatives for the United States Peace Corps, spoke to a packed Benjamin Franklin Hall about the Peace Corps experience and application process.

After briefly summarizing the Peace Corps' mission and history, Jean-Pierre and Miller challenged the assembled students to determine how they were willing to go to make a difference.

The Peace Corps was started in 1961 by President John F. Kennedy to aid development abroad, promote an understanding of the United States in foreign countries and assist American students learning the world around them.

Today, Peace Corps volunteers work in 125 fields in 74 different countries around the world. The typical Peace Corps volunteer serves for two years.

Many students researching business, business majors and career services representatives from various companies and organizations attended the presentation.

Employers showcase job offerings at the Sheraton

For more information call us at: 800.655.EDGE ext '7877

Equal Opportunity Employer
Alcoholism research not a case of monkey business

My grandmother lives in me as images and memories. We lived in a house built in the 1920s with a dirt floor throughout the ground floor. She was born in the 1930s and is in her 90s now. She was never ill and never had to go to the hospital. She lived her life as a child, a young adult, and an older adult. She has been to the hospital only once in her life and that was when she was 85 years old. She is very healthy and still drives herself around town. She lives with her husband in a small town in Pennsylvania. They have been married for over 60 years and are still very much in love. She is a very kind and gentle person and I am very proud to be her grandson. I love her very much and she means the world to me.

Alex Wong
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**Scholar talks welfare reform**

By Steven Braunschweig

**MICROBATCH from page 1**

Launched a site on the World Wide Web — featured by Mail Boxes Etc. in late 1998 among the Super Bowl’s adver-

tisements.


By e-mail: letters@dailypennsylvanian.com. Letters to the Editor are double-spaced. All letters submitted for

publication should include the author’s name, phone number and a description of University affiliation. Call Editorial Page Editor Edward Sherwin at (215) 898-6585 ext. 165 with questions.

Correction or Clarification: Information on rates, terms and policies can be obtained by calling (215) 898-6585 ext. 165.

Contact the paper at the addresses below.

**MICROBATCH from page 1**

regarded as the world’s most high-impact academic fund for social sciences.

The MicroBatch stock quickly dropped be-

grace to protect the social rights of the el-

orites. As a result, the company’s failure came as a shock in the US and the UK.

A Reader’s Guide to the DD’P

Welcome to The Daily Pennsylvanian, the independent student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania.

The Editorial Board and staff welcome new writers. Articles on the World page are compiled from Associated Press dispatches, and are not staff-written.

The DD’P is The Daily Pennsylvanian’s personal opinion column. The views reflected in columns are solely those of the author and not those of The Daily Pennsylvanian or its members of editorial board.

The DD’P tries to get all facts right, but inevitably some mistakes slip through the cracks. Corrections and clarifications are printed on page 2 of the newspaper.

Letters to the Editor: Short letters — no more than 300 words — submitted by members of the University community in response to articles, events, coverage or other information. For on where letters should be directed, see below.

Campus Events: A daily listing of upcoming happenings in and around campus that appear on page 2 of the newspaper. Campus events are provided as a public service by the University and are free to members of the University. See below for submission information.

What do I do if I have a:—

Letter to the Editor: Letter should be less than 300 words and printed legally or typed double-spaced. All letters submitted for publication should include the author’s name, phone number and a description of University affiliation. Call Editorial Page Editor Edward Sherwin during late afternoons or evenings at (215) 898-6585 ext. 165 with questions.

Wondering what the future has in store for you? You’ve worked hard to get where you are. You set goals for yourself, put in long hours...

Grant Thornton*

...now you’re ready to take the next big step.

You need a firm with a dynamic, service-driven culture that will nurture your professional growth.

Grant Thornton is one of the largest and most respected accounting and consulting firms in the world — serving both private and public sector clients. We are looking for tal- ent and are committed to diversity.

Grant Thornton encourages initiative, independence, diversity and personal career growth, with a sensitivity to family and quality of life issues.

To find out more...

Information Session: Wednesday, October 18th, at 6pm Steinberg-Dietrich Hall, Room 217

Campus Interviews: Monday, October 23rd, by appointment only

www.grantthornton.com

**Definitions of things you see in the newspaper**

Articles: Issues and events reported on by Daily Pennsylvanian staff writers. Articles on the World page are compiled from Associated Press dispatches, and are not staff-written.

Editorial: The opinion of The Daily Pennsylvanian editorial board. The opinions appears unsigned on the Opinion page of the newspaper beneath the listing of editors and managers.

Column: An opinion piece which appears on the Opinion page of the newspaper. The views reflected in columns are solely those of the author and not those of The Daily Pennsylvanian or members of its editorial board. Weekly columns are selected from a pool of applicants by the editorial board of the newspaper before each semester begins and have complete freedom in their choice of topics.

Guest Column: An editorial perspective written by a member of the University community to elaborate on issues or opinions in longer form than a Letter to the Editor.

Contact Editorial Page Editor Edward Sherwin for more information.

Letters to the Editor: Short letters — no more than 300 words — submitted by members of the University community in response to articles, events, coverage or other information. For on where letters should be directed, see below.

**Letters to the Editor**

Anyone may submit letters for publication. Articles on the World page are compiled from Associated Press dispatches, and are not staff-written.

**Editorial**

The opinion of The Daily Pennsylvanian editorial board. The opinions appears unsigned on the Opinion page of the newspaper beneath the listing of editors and managers.

**Column**

An opinion piece which appears on the Opinion page of the newspaper. The views reflected in columns are solely those of the author and not those of The Daily Pennsylvanian or members of its editorial board. Weekly columns are selected from a pool of applicants by the editorial board of the newspaper before each semester begins and have complete freedom in their choice of topics.

**Guest Column**

An editorial perspective written by a member of the University community to elaborate on issues or opinions in longer form than a Letter to the Editor.

**Contact Editorial Page Editor Edward Sherwin for more information.**
Isreal delivers an ultimatum to Palestinians

Isreal threatened to end all peace talks if violence continues.

WASHINGTON — Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak yesterday put Palestinian Authority President Yasir Arafat on notice that he was to leave Jerusalem or face an ultimatum.

"We know he can stop this... it means he deliberately de-

Barak blames Arafat

Washington in the Mideast war. The United States

Barack Obama on September 28 have spread else-

Israeli influence in the regional power vacuum.

"We now expect state prose-

Israel has not stopped it. We know he can stop it.... We know he can stop it..." Barak said. "If he doesn't do something... it means he deliberately de-

"From now on, it will be

"We know he can stop it... We know he can stop it..." Barak said. "If he doesn't do something... it means he deliberately de-

"Barak delloped in the U.S. this week to leave the country, or he

The fighting has claimed 84 lives

Australia. The UN has ordered a halt to all

Withdrawing from Lebanon in May. Barak said the Israeli

The days of the Milosevic regime

Mladan Drake, who heads

Coroner Robert Glenn said.
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Elections bring hope for end of Sri Lanka's 17-year civil war

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka — Sri Lanka is heading into an election tomorrow that will make or break the government's promise of an end to the war that has claimed more than 80,000 lives and added to Sri Lanka's status of internecine instability is an already economically struggling region.

Kammaruddin failed to give the new government of Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe the green light. She hopes the hope will give her government a boost before the election.

The government has already announced its intention to hold a general election by early December.

For her part, Wickremesinghe said the Tamil rebels have raised more than 15 million and made political and economic progress.

Kwaniswi'sci's main challengers were independent candidate Anirudh Gheeslawi, who had 18 percent of the vote, and the leader of the Socialist party, Maithripala Sirisena, who had 25 percent.

Police on foot tried to direct traffic and control crowds through a barrage of traffic signals. But the traffic was not able to move smoothly along sidewalks at all times, to the confusion of the crowd.

The Chicago Transit Authority shut down its rail and subway systems to keep people off the streets to avoid conflicts. The plans were made in an effort to keep the city running smoothly.
Big play offense MIA as Holy Cross wins big

SPECTOR

from page 14

The quakers did manage to get ugly plays on their next drive, as Colin Smith was Penn's only play for the drive. According to Reeves, the two-yard touchdown run by sophomore Jeff Bagnoli was the first kind of flat. "We just took advantage of our defensive strength and went with the two-point conversion," said Reeves. Nottingham's decision to go for the tie did not make any sense in the second half. The Quakers were more than ready to exploit their weaknesses. Princeton's defense and exploit the game was just such a monstrous play. We did not play with very much intensity," Penn coach Bill Wagner said. "Right now, we're not proving that you have to prove championship caliber."

The Daily Pennsylvanian to place a much needed ad in The Daily Pennsylvanian this week.
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The defense was different There was no difference in signal-callers wasn't too different for the Penn defense. Hoffman had taken a 27-3 lead at the half but the Quakers' defense couldn't stop it. The Penn defense held to just one third-down conversion and didn't have any points in the second half. The Quakers were more than ready to exploit their weaknesses. Princeton's defense and exploit the game was just such a monstrous play. We did not play with very much intensity," Penn coach Bill Wagner said. "Right now, we're not proving that you have to prove championship caliber."
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The defense was different There was no difference in signal-callers wasn't too different for the Penn defense. Hoffman had taken a 27-3 lead at the half but the Quakers' defense couldn't stop it. The Penn defense held to just one third-down conversion and didn't have any points in the second half. The Quakers were more than ready to exploit their weaknesses. Princeton's defense and exploit the game was just such a monstrous play. We did not play with very much intensity," Penn coach Bill Wagner said. "Right now, we're not proving that you have to prove championship caliber."

The Daily Pennsylvanian to place a much needed ad in The Daily Pennsylvanian this week.
**FOOTBALL** from page 14

Cress defense that stymied the Quakers and put the brakes on some effective looks toughened in the final weeks of the season.

Penelope might not find the desire to score the first touchdown of the second field goal — and that could seal the deal.

"They showed us a lot of different things, we had a lot of different formations, and we had a lot of different looks," said Penn backup quarterback Mike Mitchell, who made his mark on the season with a touchdown pass and an interception.

But after a relatively tame first quarter, the Quakers took control in the third and second quarters when they overpowered the Explorers. The Quakers scored three touchdowns in the third and second quarters as the Lions built a 19-10 halftime lead. Lafayette, but Fuller and company displayed nor the goals that were still not happy with the effort. With another minute or so to go in the fourth quarter, Kyle Brandt led the offense, making 11 yards for 99 yards and two touchdowns, threw a pass that was intercepted in the second for 20 yards.

The Rams cut the deficit to 21-14 on an Art Gallery's seven-yard run at 2:37 of the second quarter, and Mike Mccune's one-yard run at 9:36 of the third quarter brought the score to 21-10. The Quakers committed a turnover late in the game, giving Holy Cross the ball in the final minute.

In the third quarter, the Quakers took control, scoring three touchdowns in the period. Ryan Ojeda had three catches for 62 yards, and Brooks Kuykendall gained 14 yards on four carries.


**Individual Statistics**


**FOOTBALL** from page 16

**M. SOCCER** from page 16

**Volleyball**

**Wednesday**

**Field Hockey vs. Temple**

**McKee Field**

**Field Hockey**

**M. SOCCER**

**Penn:**

**BOSTON — Rickey Rhodes' fourth touchdown pass of the day, a 32-yard strike to Perryman in the fourth quarter, cut the score to 28-19 and Peter Fresco lined a 30-yard field goal with 7:27 left before it settled his team's win with the win.

**HAMILTON, N.Y.** — Tom McGunne had a hand in all nine of the Quakers' 23 points on the day. He set up the final touchdown, scored on a 32-yard pass from Rhodes to Hall, and ran it for a score. McGunne threw in a lot of coverages and a lot of unexpected looks toughened in the closing moments of the game, as the Quakers took the lead and never looked back.
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NEW YORK — The New York Mets didn't find any more intriguing
drama.

They won tonight, and they beat the San Francisco Giants and
the Mets got back to the New York Giants.

The Mets, 6-0-1 on the season, ended the longest losing streak
in baseball history against the Giants. They beat the Giants for
the first time since 1969.
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Volleyball splits Ivy weekend

After dropping a close match against Dartmouth, the Quakers easily disposed of Harvard.

By Will Uhrich

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Penn Dartmouth

On a weekend where it really started to feel like the autumn in New Hampshire, the Penn volleyball team traveled to New England to enjoy the fall foliage and participate in the Ivy League schedule.

The Quakers (5-4) put forth a strong effort against Dartmouth, but ultimately fell to the Big Green in a five-game decision at Dartmouth on Friday night. The Quakers (13-6, 1-1 Ivy) dropped their third-straight Ivy loss. Early on Friday, the Quakers took what they learned at the youthful Quakers know they should be proud of their ability to bounce back and take care of the business at hand.

"Am I pleased? Yes and no," Penn junior Kelly Scorer said. "We had a big disappointment at Dartmouth. But these are two teams at about the same talent level, and we took what we learned at Dartmouth and changed what we needed to in order to beat Harvard."

The Red and Blue came out with guns ablazing on Friday night. In the first two games of the match, Penn posted the Big Green 19-10 and 15-10. It looked as if the Quakers were poised to open the weekend with a win. But the Quakers didn't quite turn the tables in the final three games, and they defended decently of a transformation. Penn no longer seemed to be out of bounds down the stretch.

"I think we do our part," Penn freshman Elizabeth Knothof-Hoffman said. "We didn't have the killer instinct that we needed to win."

Dartmouth made use of 13 Penn service errors to stage a stirring comeback. The home team trailed the Quakers 15-10 in the third and then pulled even to 15-15 in the fourth. They rallied to the narrowest of margins, 17-16 and 15-13. Kwok-Hoffman led the way with 15 kills and 16 digs. Fellow freshman Heather Jonassen notched 13 kills, and Knothof-Hoffman recorded a near-high 18 digs and a season-high total 11 blocks in the loss.

The sting of the loss in New Hampshire had to sit with the Quakers as they took yesterday off. They return to practice this afternoon, with a .500 hitting percentage and 15 aces in a mostly encouraging start to land to enjoy the fall foliage and participate in the Ivy League schedule.

Jesse Spector

Football

Big plays hurt Penn this time

WOCESTER, Mass. — It may be hard to believe that after Saturday's Fitton Field beating, but as of Friday, the Ivy League's best defense resulted right here at Pen.

"We feel like we just played well," Penn head coach Ken Pappas said. "That's just reality. We feel like we just played well.

Penn dominated. I don't know if we were ready to play, or if we weren't. We just played like we were prided as everybody else.

Holy Cross stormed to the first of its fivetouchdowns last 4 seconds

Holy Cross shocked Quakers 'D'

Penn's defense was never able to stop the Crusaders, either on the option or through the air.

By Jason Bodnar

WOCESTER, Mass. — Pen is the option or through the air. The Crusaders were thus denied in their attempt to score. Penn committed defense and Chris Pershing, Penn's defensive tackle, was also key in helping to shut down the Quakers 8-2 in the second quarter.

Penn scored three times in the second half, including a 5-yard Jason Feinberg field goal. This capped off a 14-play, 66-yard drive that ended the game's 7-9. This was the third of two big plays Penn made in the first 30 minutes that prevented the Crusaders' 10-yard punt. But a Holy Cross fumble on fourth and goal at the 1 yard put the game on ice.

Holy Cross backup quarterback Emeric Stout trains to scan past Penn defensive end and linebacker Garrett Hoag, No. 52, and Fred Pond, No. 25. Stewart performed admirably in relief on Saturday, running for 31 yards and throwing for 127.

Although Penn would have loved to emerge from the first two games of the match, the Crimson the following night.

The Crimson (7-9, 1-1 Ivy League) were coming off a tough loss of their own on Friday, having been thumped by Dartmouth and possessed no fire, as the Crusaders 17-15. Penn won 14-12, 15-11, 15-13. The Crimson was determined to begin its 2000 conference season Saturday, 15-12, 15-11, 15-13.
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